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ABSTRACT:
Nowadays, the research and innovation of smart
buildings has been gaining increasingly attentions in
building construction and management society.
Among a variety of emerging technologies, demand
driven HVAC (i.e., heating, ventilation and air
conditioning) operation is promising to significantly
reduce the building operation cost, and ultimately to
achieve sustainable smart buildings. The “Internet of
Things (IoT)” is about physical items talking each
other, machine to machine communications and
person to computer communications will extended to
“things”. The Key technologies that drive future IoT
related to Smart sensor technologies including
Nanotechnology, WSN and Miniaturization .The
integrated
network
architecture
and
the
interconnecting
mechanisms
for
reliable
measurements of parameters by smart sensors and
transmission of data via internet. In most cases these
building HVAC systems run on fixed schedules and
do not employ any fine grained control based on
detailed occupancy information. In this paper we
present the design and implementation of a presence
sensor platform that can be used for accurate
occupancy detection at the level of individual homes.
Our presence sensor is low-cost, wireless, and
incrementally deployable within existing buildings.
The goal of this analysis is to help designers to select
the most relevant parameters to control the energy
consumption of buildings according to their context,
selecting them as input data of the management
system. Following this approach, we select a
reference smart buildings with different contexts, and
where our automation platform for energy
monitoring is deployed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Introduction Occupancy tracking has been active
research topic because of the challenges and its
importance. Buildings consume around 72% of
electricity consumption and are considered to be the
largest consumers of electricity in the United States
[8]. And occupancy monitoring of people can be very
helpful in saving significant energy in buildings.
Another ways in which monitoring can be via video
processing, camera systems or deploying occupancy
sensors in buildings [9]. As installing new equipments
can be costly an ideal solution is required. Also in
search and rescue operations outdoors with Unmanned
Aerial vehicles tracking people in disastrous
conditions is very vital. And in my thesis Wireless
signals can be used as alternative to identify occupants.
Probe requests are signals that are continuously
broadcast from devices with Wi-Fi technology, such as
smart phones, laptops, and tablets. When a Wi-Fi
client wants to get connected to a Wi-Fi network, the
first method is scanning for beacon frames, which are
frames broadcast by Wi-Fi routers to tell about their
presence to Wi-Fi clients. The second method is
sending probe requests, which also contains the unique
MAC address of the device, as well its type, brand,
manufacturer, and model. Since a Wi-Fi client itself
can initiate a connection to a Wi-Fi router instead of
waiting for a beacon frame from the router, use of
probe requests is preferable. The probe requests are not
encrypted, and can be captured and decoded with the
help of wireless sniffers passively, without connecting
to a particular network or transmitting any signal. 1 It
is possible to capture the received signal strength
(RSS) information of probe requests using sniffers
such as Wi-Fi Pineapple (Wi-Fi-PA). This information
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can then be used for occupancy monitoring inside the
building. Probe requests are burst in nature as they are
broadcasted in the air in search of Wi-Fi networks to
get connected, to get a list of available networks, or to
handover between Wi-Fi APs. Frequent transmission
of probe requests introduces an opportunity to track
occupancy of building by simply monitoring probe
requests. To our best knowledge, there are no detailed
studies in the literature that report efficiency of
occupancy tracking using Wi-Fi probe requests. Our
work is unique about using WiFi probe requests for
occupancy tracking several key applications. Their use
in several different contexts are quickly transforming
from a futuristic idea to reality. Amazon, for example,
claims that seeing its Prime Air order delivery UAVs
in the sky is expected to be as conventional as seeing
mail trucks on the road within the next few years1.
Google and Face book have been investigating the use
of a network of high-altitude balloons2. And drones3.
Over specific population centers for providing
broadband connectivity. Such solar-powered drones
are capable of flying several years without refueling.
UAVs can also be used to deliver broadband data rates
in emergency and public safety situations through lowaltitude platforms. In this thesis, occupancy tracking
has been done using linear least square estimation
method along with security issues in Wi-Fi enabled
Smartphone’s have been discussed. With the help of
occupancy information we can control the devices
accordingly to save power and provide security.
The smart or intelligent homes designed till now are
for different purposes like decision support system &
information collection for the wellbeing of the
inhabitants, surveillance, storing & retrieving of
multimedia data where the data is processed to obtain
information can help to raise alarms after the data is
captured from the environment, for to protect the
inhabitants and home from theft, burglaries & natural
disasters. The effective flexible solution and low cost
for energy management & condition monitoring in
home. It is a big motivation for me to choose this as a
project. The basic operations include control of
domestic devices and remote management such as
Water heater; electric lamp etc., for to providing

ambient intelligence to reduce the consumption of
energy & unobtrusive monitoring of domestic
utilizations through IoT technology are the functions
of the new system. This will reschedule & support the
inhabitant operating time according to the supply &
energy demand.
2.WIFI-BASED OCCUPANCY MONITORING
Most of the early building HVAC actuation systems
are based on the occupancy data collected from
sensors and cameras, which are deployed specifically
for HVAC systems. Obviously, there is a major cost
associated with the hardware, and the design, setup
and maintenance of the data collection network. In this
regard, Erickson et al. [6] report an expense of $147 K
for just the hardware for a three floor building, and
wireless motion sensors are estimated to cost over
$120 K for a five floor building testbed. In addition to
hardware cost, the inconvenience of deployment and
the maintenance issues make it unattractive for
commercial building owners to invest on the
deployment of smart technologies for energyefficiency purposes. Therefore, there is a research
trend recently towards the use of existing
communication infrastructure, such as the widely
available WiFi AP infrastructure in buildings. WiFi
APs have been used extensively for indoor localization
in the past [7]–[10]. These works, however, focus on
individual user localization, assuming that an
individual carries a wireless device and in most cases
an app on the user’s device is needed. Nevertheless,
some of these works can still be leveraged in
occupancy monitoring. For instance, fingerprintingbased training schemes can be employed to localize
people when the RSSI values of these users can be
obtained from the APs or log files. As an example, the
approach in [11] proposes using RSSI values extracted
from APs to locate people and hence the occupancy.
The idea is to install a packet analyzer at each AP and
capture each incoming packet via tcpdump. The
packets are forwarded to a central computer via SSH
connection to extract MAC addresses and the
corresponding RSSI values. The authors use a coarsegrained localization (i.e., based on zones) which is
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inspired from the idea of passive localization of rogue
access points [12]. Another recent work that focuses
on coarse-grained localization is reported in [13]. The
authors solely utilize WiFi APs along with the users’
smartphones to build a system in the Department of
Computer Science at UC San Diego. The basic source
of user information is the Authentication,
Authorization and Accounting (AAA) WiFi logs
which is augmented with metadata information such as
occupant identity, WiFi MAC address and AP location
within the building to improve the accuracy of
occupancy detection further. The authors show that the
proposed system can be easily integrated with building
HVAC system and can actuate it effectively. Based on
the experiments conducted for 10 days on 116
occupants, the authors show that the proposed
approach infers occupancy correctly for 86% of the
time, with only 6.2% false negative occupancy
detections in personal spaces. The inaccuracies are
mostly attributed to aggressive power management by
smartphones which stops their WiFi connections
temporarily. The authors report savings of 17.8% in
the HVAC electrical energy consumption through this
technique. There are other works that somewhat
utilizes WiFi but complements it with other
information. Ghai et al. [14] use a combination of
WiFi signals, calendar schedules, personal computer
activity and instant-messaging client status to infer the
occupancy within cubicles with an accuracy of up to
91%. However, the algorithms have been evaluated for
just 5 volunteers, and do not evaluate scalability.
Similarly, the work in [15] complements data from
APs with sensors and cloud-based calendars to
estimate the occupancy in buildings to be used in
emergency response. The WiFi-based approach uses
an intrusion detection tool, namely SNORT, to analyze
HTTP traffic and identify mobile devices that are
connected. Once the MAC address of a device is
identified, the AP it is connected to is used to get the
zone of the mobile device. This information is then
used along with sensors and room schedules to come
up with an estimate of the occupancy in the building.
The work in [5] used the WiFi users’ DHCP leases to
infer the occupancy information. Additionally the

authors looked at other options such as PC Monitor
software, PIR sensors etc. The results indicated that
PIR sensors that are attached to computer monitors
provide the best accuracy. DHCP approach had issues
since a user may get connected to different APs when
walking in different locations which may not
necessarily indicate its actual zone. We note that none
of these approaches measure energy-efficiency
improvement since their focus is just the improvement
of the accuracy of occupancy monitoring.
The proposed system also contains the different
sensors to monitor the building condition and security
over internet. And the proposed system is shown in the
block diagram below.
3.BLOCK DIAGRAM:
BUILDING SECTION:

Fig 1 Block Diagram of proposed system
MONITORING CONTROLLING SECTION:

Fig 2 Block Diagram of monitoring and controlling
system
4 BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION AND
WORKING:
The proposed system consists of two sections
1. Building section
2. Monitoring or controlling section
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Here the building section consists of different sensors
(smoke, Temperature sensor, Humidity sensor and
LDR sensor), wifi module , lcd display and dc motors.
Here the sensor will sense the corresponding
parameters and fed to the arm7 microcontroller, the
wifi module provides the occupancy (number of users
connected) , then the controller process the data and
send it to the monitoring node through Gtalk
application installed in PC. The ARM7 microcontroller
also reads the commands from controlling node
through Gtalk application and control the lights and
fans accordingly. In the proposed system we are using
a PC with installed App as a monitoring /controlling
node.

6. RESULT AND ANALYSYS
6.1 SENSOR NODE-1

Fig 4 Kit prototype of sensor node-1

5 FLOW CHARTS:
SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS:

Fig 5 Kit prototype of sensor node-1 working
condition
6.2 SENSOR NODE-2

Fig 3 Flow Diagram of building/sensor node
The application software flow chart is helps to explain
that how to use this software to monitoring the Home
by using IOT. The data from coordinator node is valid
then data is plotted by using the software & published.
This process is continuously running & data is updated
continuously.

Fig 6 Kit prototype of sensor node-2 giving toggle to
the bulb when command=1
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Fig 7 Kit prototype of sensor node-2 giving toggle to
the bulb when command=3

Fig 8 Kit prototype of sensor node-2 giving toggle to
the fan when command=2

Fig 9 Kit prototype of sensor node-2 giving toggle to
the bulb when command=4
6.3 GRAPHICAL DISPLAY USING GTALK

Fig10 Real-time Graphical representation of
different types of sensing information on the IOT
system when log in as local

Fig11 Real-time Graphical representation of
different types of sensing information on the IOT
system when log in as remote
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper, we designed and analyzed the proposed
efforts for occupancy monitoring in smart buildings for
energy efficiency purposes. Specifically, we first
identified the problem types that are related to people
occupancy. We also discussed the past research that
solely focused on using sensors and cameras. Finally,
we investigated the current efforts where IoT comes
into picture with the involvement of smart phones,
motion sensors and WiFi APs. The existing
approaches indicated a trend towards the use of
existing IoTs that are available within the buildings.
With the goal of using minimal hardware and software
costs, future smart buildings have a great potential to
save energy by employing smart control strategies on
HVAC through the help of data collected via IOT. We
concluded the system by identifying major future
trends in this emerging area.
Right now we have implemented the idea for Building
parameter and occupancy monitoring through IOT.
Therefore the system is limited to the parameter and
occupancy monitoring. But in future we intend to
extend for security, automation.
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